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Abstract— This paper demonstrates how the property of
deadbeat controllers that drives discrete-time systems to their
equilibria in a finite number of steps can be effectively used to
develop systematic approximations of a certain class of heap
systems, modeled here as input-quantized systems defined over
the max-plus algebra. These systems are used to describe a class
of flexible batch manufacturing processes that are important
in applications such as chemical processing. The result here
introduces a new, asymmetric approximation in the context
of previous work [14] where a symmetric approximation was
developed and analyzed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A deadbeat response of a discrete-time system converges
to its steady-state in finite time. This property is exploited in
digital control systems to guide controller designs with fast
settling times and no overshoot [9], [4].

Discrete Event Dynamic Systems (DEDS) can also benefit
from this property, since systems that exhibit a deadbeat
response will not suffer the curse of dimensionality from
state explosion the way other systems will. As a result,
optimal control problems that otherwise may be computa-
tionally intractable can be approximated on deadbeat-like
approximations of the original system.

One such problem is the optimal sequencing of flexi-
ble batch manufacturing systems. These systems are input-
quantized and are often modeled as Tetris-like heap models,
or stacks of “blocks.” When the blocks in these systems are
rigid, the system is deadbeat-like, in that the next state of
the system, that is to say, the shape of the upper contour of
the stack of blocks, depends only on the top block and does
not depend in any way on the previous state of the system.

Certain applications, like some chemical processing plants,
train schedules [7], time optimal supervisors [13], and printer
scheduling [1] are described by heap models with rigid
blocks, [5]. Other methods have explored using non-rigid
blocks, where the shape of the top block changes depending
on the shape of the contour underneath it. Finding optimal
sequences of blocks for such systems that meet a specified
quota (i.e. have a predetermined number of different types
of blocks in the stack) but optimize a particular criterion
(i.e. such as the shortest possible heap) is a provably hard
problem. In these situations, finding useful approximations
of the original heap system can yield practical solutions to
the sequencing problem.

This paper introduces a new type of approximation, called
the asymmetric t-step approximation, and compares and
contrasts it with an approximation introduced in previous

work, denoted the (symmetric) t-step approximation. Both of
these approximations are deadbeat-like, in the sense that they
approximate the original system with variations that exhibit
deadbeat-like behavior, converging to rigid block dynamics
within t steps. The next section introduces these non-rigid
heap systems and, in particular, the max-plus algebra used
to describe them. Section III then details the deadbeat-like
behavior of these systems, illustrating both symmetric and
asymmetric deadbeat approximations. Section IV describes
the asymmetric approximation and illustrates its utility in
solving sequencing problems, and Section V concludes the
paper with directions of future work.

II. NON-RIGID HEAP MODEL

In this section we present the non-rigid heap model. Such
models are used to build graphical intuition into a scheduling
problem and simply describe complicated precedent con-
straints. Products are represented as tetris-like blocks and
the objective is to stack the blocks in such a way so as to
minimize the height of the overall stack. This type of model
was first introduced in [5], and has been extended in other
work, including [14].

The blocks illustrate resource constraints demanded by
different recipes. So, for example, in a factory composed of
different workstations, the width of a block indicates which
workstations are used and the height of a block indicates the
amount of time needed by those workstations. Examples of
such blocks can be seen in Figure 1.

The blocks used in this model are described as non-rigid
- in other words, they “stretch” under certain circumstances.
Consider the stack shown in Figure 2 using the blocks
from Figure 1. Stacking block C on top of block B shows
C stretch over the 2nd workstation on the x-axis. In a
manufacturing setting, this is because product C is waiting
in workstation 2 for product B to finish in workstation 3. A
similar observation can be made about placing A on top of
that stack.

A few other properties of the blocks in Figure 2 can be
seen:

• The state of the system at any given time is given by
the upper contour of the heap, or stack of blocks.

• The upper contour of the stack after the sequence A, B,
C is not the upper contour of any one of the individual
shapes. Therefore, simple observation does not reveal
all the possible states of the system at time t.



Fig. 1: The shapes for products A, B, and C.

Fig. 2: Stack resulting from processing products A, B, C,
A, and C from the example in Figure 1. This shows that
blocks can take different shapes depending on the state of
the system, or shape of the contour below the block.

• The upper contour of the stack is always the same if
block A is on the top of the stack. We call blocks with
this property rigid and define this more precisely below.

• There are some infinite sequences of blocks whose
resulting upper contour is dependent on the initial
condition. Once such sequence is stacking block B on
itself over and over. We say this sequence does not have
the memory-loss property, or MLP. This will also be
discussed more precisely below.

A. Max-Plus Algebra

In order to analyze these systems, we use the max-plus
algebra to model the blocks. Max plus has the following
conventions:

• a⊕ b = max{a, b}
• a⊗ b = a+ b

• a� b = a− b
• e = 0
• ε = −∞
The max-plus semiring Rmax is the set R ∪ {−∞,∞}

equipped with the above operations. Matrix operations are
also defined for max-plus, analogous to normal matrix alge-
bra. For A,B ∈ Rn×l

max, C ∈ Rl×m
max :

• [A⊕B]ij = aij ⊕ bij
• [B ⊗ C]ik =

l⊗
j=1

(bij ⊗ cjk]

Likewise, if x, y ∈ Rn
max, then we can calculate y = A⊗x

with the following methodology:

yi = ai1 ⊗ x1 ⊕ ai2 ⊗ x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ain ⊗ xn (1)

Extensive, well-known work has also been done to analyze
max-plus matrices [8], [2]. Specifically, we will need to use
spectral theory to help us classify these matrices.

Definition 1: Let A ∈ Rn×n
max be a square, max-plus

matrix. For µ ∈ Rmax and v ∈ Rn
max, if

A⊗ v = µ⊗ v, (2)

then µ is called an eigenvalue of A and v is an eigenvector
of A associated with µ.

We can now also define a linear state-space system for
max-plus algebra. For x(k) ∈ Rn

max, k ∈ N, where N denotes
the non-negative integers, and A ∈ Rn×n

max , the following
sequence

x(k + 1) = A⊗ x(k), (3)

is well-defined and is characterized by

x(k) = A⊗k ⊗ x0,

where x(0) = x0 ∈ Rn
max is the initial condition, and A⊗k

denotes the matrix A raised to the kth power, in the max-plus
sense of matrix multiplication.

Definition 2: Let x ∈ Rn
max. The vector C(x) ∈ Rn

max

is called the contour vector of x and is given by C(x) =
x� xmin, where xmin is the minimum element of x.

One important property to note for the systems we con-
sider is that the first element in x will always be the minimum
value, hence the first element of C(x) will always be e.



Block Upper Contour Lower Contour Matrix

A u =

 2
3
4

 l =

 e
1
2

 M(A) =

 2 1 e
3 2 1
4 3 2


B u =

 2
3
5

 l =

 e
2
3

 M(B) =

 2 e ε
3 1 e
5 3 2


C u =

 1
2
3

 l =

 e
1
2

 M(C) =

 1 e ε
2 1 e
3 2 1


TABLE I: Mathematical modeling of a 3-block system. Note
that these blocks correspond to the shapes in Figure 1,
and the upper contour of stacking shapes, as in Figure 2,
corresponds to the result of matrix multiplication of the
corresponding matrices operating on the appropriate initial
condition.

Definition 3: Let x, y ∈ Rn
max. x and y are said to have

the same contour if C(x) = C(y).
In [11] and [6] a memory-loss property (MLP) is described

for arbitrary sequences of max-plus matrices. We will restate
the property here as it pertains to this paper:

Definition 4: Consider a sequence of n matrices
A1, A2, ...An ∈ Rn×n

max . The sequence is defined as having
the MLP if C(A1 ⊗ A2 ⊗ ... ⊗ An ⊗ x0) is independent of
x0.

The asymptotic behavior of sequences of matrices has
been studied in several places, including [10]. Note that when
A1 = A2 = ... = An, the sequence characterizes the system
described in (3). In this case we say that the matrix A has
the MLP when C(x(k)) is independent of x0 for sufficiently
large n.

B. The Set Mn

Each block p has a corresponding matrix M that can be
created using u and l, the upper and lower contour vectors
of p. The process is found in [14]:

[M(p)]ij =

{
ui(p)− lj(p) if ui(p)− lj(p) ≥ 0
ε otherwise. (4)

For the blocks in Figure 1, the corresponding matrices are
found in Table I. The key to using max-plus algebra in this
context is that stacking blocks is equivalent to multiplying the
corresponding matrices. Thus, the theory from the previous
section can be leveraged to gain insight into these types of
systems.

To begin defining our set of shapes more precisely, we
define the set of matrices that can be created using the
method in (4):

Definition 5: [14] We will say that a matrix A ∈ Mn ⊂
Rn×n

max if:

ai+1,j ≥ aij , i ≤ n− 1, j ≤ n, (5)
aij ≥ ai,j+1, i ≤ n, j ≤ n− 1, (6)

ξ1j(A) ≥ . . . ≥ ξnj(A), j ≤ n, (7)
aij > −∞, j ≤ i+ 1, i ≤ n, j ≤ n. (8)

where ξij = aij − ai,j+1.

All matrices created using the method in (4) are in Mn,
and Mn is closed under the ⊗ operator [14]. Thus, the
stacking model will not produce any shapes corresponding
to matrices outside Mn.

Additionally, Mn is a subset of a class of matrices called
strongly irreducible [3]. This implies that each matrix has a
single eigenvalue and that the system shown in (3) always
converges after some finite N amount of steps. While some
upper bounds on N have been shown [12], there is not
a known generic way to determine it that is faster than
simulating the system itself.

III. DEADBEAT-LIKE BEHAVIOR OF NON-RIGID HEAPS

Rigid and non-rigid heap systems differ only in the type of
matrices used to define different block types; they all follow
the dynamics given in Equation (3). These systems are a
type of input quantized system, since the system input is an
element of a discrete set of block types. Since most of the
literature only considers rigid heaps, however, we use the
term “non-rigid heaps” to mean heap systems that may be
composed of either rigid or non-rigid blocks (or both).

In general, the state of a non-rigid heap system is a func-
tion of the last block dropped as well as the previous state of
the system, so xk+1 = f(xk, uk), for some function f . For
rigid blocks, however, the next state is independent of the
previous state and only depends on the last block dropped,
so xk+1 = f(uk). This independence from the previous
state is the deadbeat-like behavior that can be exhibited in
varying degreees in non-rigid heaps. In particular, sometimes
independence of the state from initial conditions does not
happen in one step, as with rigid blocks, but may happen
after n > 1 steps. In this case, the non-rigid block may
still exhibit the MLP, and thus some degree of deadbeat-like
behavior. We examine possible cases below.

A. Rigid Matrices

Definition 6: A matrix A ∈ Mn is described as rigid if
C(A⊗ x) is independent of x, for all x ∈ Rn

max.
Theorem 7: A ∈Mn is rigid if and only if A is rank 1.

Proof: Suppose A is rank 1. Then dim(R(A)) = 1 and
A ⊗ x = c ⊗ xA for some xA and scalar c, and for all x.
Since C(c⊗ xA) = C(xA), then A is rigid from Definition
6. Conversely, if A is rigid, then A⊗ x is independent of x.
Call the vector A⊗ x, xA. Then A⊗ x = c⊗ xA for all x.
Thus, A is rank 1.

There is now a quick way to find whether a matrix is rigid:
simply test whether it is rank 1. An example of such a matrix
is A in Table I.

B. Systems Without the MLP

There are some groups of matrices that, when multiplied
together in some order, never exhibit the MLP. This means
that regardless of how long the system runs, the possible
states at any time t are dependent on the initial condition.

As an example, consider a non-rigid heap system, as in
Equation (3), with only two possible block types. The first



block is given by block B from Table I, and the second block
is described by the following matrix:

D =

3 e ε
4 1 e
7 4 3

 . (9)

Now suppose that the objective is to sequence two B blocks
and four D blocks in a heap with minimal total height.

When considering this problem, there are 15 possible
sequences to choose from. Ten of these result in a heap with
the property that the upper contour of the heap depends on
the initial condition (the shape of the contour that the first
block falls upon.) These ten sequences do not have the MLP.
For instance, the sequence

D ⊗B ⊗D ⊗B ⊗B ⊗B =

16 13 11
18 15 14
20 17 16

 (10)

is non-rigid, since the max plus rank is 2. The initial
condition

[
e e e

]T
yields a resulting contour

[
e 2 4

]T
while the initial condition

[
e e 5

]T
yields a resulting

contour
[
e 3 5

]T
. Thus this path in the system does not

have the MLP.

C. Systems with Symmetric Approximation

Some non-rigid heap systems are characterized by a set
of blocks that become rigid after a fixed number of steps no
matter how they are combined. These systems exhibit a de-
gree of deadbeat-like behavior symmetrically. For example,
consider a system with the following three block matrices:

E =

e e ε
3 3 1
5 5 3

 , F =

e e ε
2 2 e
6 6 4

 , G =

4 1 ε
7 4 2
7 4 2


(11)

Any multiplication of two of these matrices together yields
a rigid matrix. Thus, the system has the MLP and all initial
conditions are lost after two time steps. This allows an
enormous reduction in the possible state values the system
can exhibit. If each choice of matrix led to a unique state,
then after n time steps, there would be 3n possible states.
However, knowing that the system can be approximated
symmetrically with t = 2 means that there are really only 9
possible states (1 for every potential sequence of 2) at time
step 2. Additionally, these 9 states are the only ones that are
possible for all remaining time steps.

The decision tree for this system is shown in Figure 3.
Notice that all states at time 1 are functions of the initial
condition, but all states at time 2 are not. Notice also that
at time step 2, the path EE leads to the top state. Likewise,
starting from any other state, such as the F state in time
1, will end up in the top state after two subsequent steps
choosing EE. Thus once the topology of the graph is
understood for the transition between time steps 2 and 3,
the rest of the graph is known until the quota is complete.
Note that rigid heap systems, or systems with blocks that are

Fig. 3: The top edge coming out of each node corresponds
to choosing E, the middle F , and the bottom G. Also note
that the possible states of the system at time 2 is the same
as those at time 3.

all rigid, are just special cases of systems with symmetric
approximation, where the symmetric approximation occurs
in only one time step.

D. Systems with Asymmetric Approximation

Finally, the most generic non-rigid heap system is one
characterized by a set of block matrices such that some
combinations become rigid while others do not. As a result,
some paths in the decision tree take longer to exhibit rigid
behavior than others. In this context, consider again the
matrices A and C in Table I, combined with the following
matrix:

K =

 8 e ε
9 2 e
12 6 4

 (12)

Recall that A is rigid, while C and K are not. Some length-
2 sequences in the system are non-rigid, including CC, and
some length-3 sequences are non-rigid, including KKC. All
length-4 sequences are rigid. Therefore, we can see a similar
shrinking of the possible state space, illustrated in Figure 4.
Note the number of arrows connecting to the top state, which
is the state after choosing A, and only one arrow to the
bottom state, corresponding to the sequence KKK. Also,
note that the value of state xCKC is still dependent on the
initial condition. Therefore, the system states are not fully
known until time 4.



Fig. 4: A decision tree showing an asymmetric approxima-
tion. The top edge coming out of each node corresponds to
choosing A, the middle C, and the bottom K Notice how
the graph heavily favors the rigid block A. Also note that
the labels for the states at time 2 are not shown, but they are
consistent with the nomenclature.

IV. APPROXIMATION METHOD

The goal of this section is to present a novel approximation
method for a given system that shrinks the state space while
staying as close as possible to the original dynamics. In [14],
a symmetric t-step approximation (STA) is developed and
error bounds are shown. Essentially, this method seeks to
approximate a system with a symmetric approximation: all
paths of length t are assumed rigid. As t increases, the closer
the approximation becomes to the actual system.

Understanding the dynamics of these systems, however,
suggests that we can do better given complexity constraints.
We propose an asymmetric t-step approximation. This idea
leverages the fact that once a sequence is rigid, there is no
need to traverse the decision tree beyond that point when
searching for the state value. In Figure 4, if there were an A
anywhere in a path, we need not look back any farther.

For non-rigid matrices, the natural next step is to consider
how rigid a matrix is, or its rigidity index. The following
theorem provides the foundation for this, showing that if
rows of a matrix are constant multiples of each other, then
they are grouped together.

Theorem 8: For A ∈Mn, let ai be a row in A and ai+d

be the dth row below ai. Then ai = cd ⊗ ai+d implies that
d = 1 or ai = cj⊗ai+j where cj ∈ R for all j = 1, ..., d−1.
In other words, rows that are constant multiples of each other

are grouped together. Proof: Consider the property of
Mn in (7), and 4 entries of A: aij , ai,j+1, akj , ak,j+1,
where i < k. Since ξij ≥ ξi+1,j · · · ≥ ξik, ξij = ξik only
when k = i + 1 or when ξij = ξi+1,j · · · = ξik. Since this
holds for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the theorem holds.

Corollary 9: Theorem 8 also holds for columns.
Proof: Again using the property in (7), consider a matrix A
where column aj = c ⊗ aj+2 for scalar c. Since ξ1j(A) ≥
· · · ≥ ξnj(A), this means that ξ1,j+1 ≤ · · · ≤ ξn,j+1.
However by (7), ξ1,j+1(A) ≥ · · · ≥ ξn,j+1(A), therefore
ξ1j(A) = · · · = ξnj(A) and aj+1 = aj+2 = aj . This line of
reasoning can be extended for longer sequences of columns
to generically prove the corollary.

Since rows and columns of a matrix that are constant
multiples of each other are grouped together, these are
submatrices that are rigid. Therefore, to classify how rigid a
matrix is, we propose to look at how much of a given matrix
is rigid.

Definition 10: The binary rigidity vector rA of matrix A
is such that

• vi = 1 if row ai = c ⊗ ai+1 for some constant c, for
1 ≤ i ≤ n

• vi = 1 if column ai = c ⊗ ai+1 for some constant c,
for n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n

• vi = e otherwise
, and e otherwise.

Definition 11: The rigidity index of matrix A ∈ Mn is
||rA||1. A is rigid when its rigidity index is 2n− 2.

In other words, we count the rigid gaps between columns
and rows to determine how rigid a matrix is. As we con-
sider an asymmetric approach to system approximation, the
rigidity index will help in providing insight as to which
sequences of matrices are close or far from becoming
rigid. As an example, referring to the matrices in Table I,
rA =

[
1 1 1 1

]T
, so the rigidity index of A is 4. As

mentioned above A is a rigid matrix, which is confirmed by
Definition 11. On the other hand, rB =

[
0 1 1 0

]T
, so

the rigidity index of M(B) is 2.
Sequences of matrices tend toward being rigid, since

rank(A⊗ B) ≤ min(rank(A), rank(B)). Using this met-
ric, an algorithm for approximating a system asymmetrically
can be developed. As mentioned, the STA reduces the
number of nodes in the decision tree in a uniform way,
allowing a reduction in complexity. The asymmetric t-step
approximation (ATA) leverages the rigidity index to better
determine which nodes are redundant.

Here we use the term approximation because it could be
the case that the system is fundamentally too complex for the
available resources. In Section III-C, the system was able to
condense its decision tree while still maintaining the exact
same dynamics. For instance, in Figure 3 if there is only
space to store 5 nodes instead of 6, an approximation to the
system is needed.

The method uses a table to store all possible states in
the system that are independent of x0. Once each entry is
independent, the system dynamics are preserved. Otherwise,
the set of states is an approximation.



1) Begin with a table containing each matrix in the
system.

2) Calculate the rigidity index of each matrix. Begin with
k = 1.

3) For each non-rigid path of size k remaining in order
of lowest rigidity index, create new paths by adding
all possible blocks to the end. Note that a rigid matrix
multiplied by any other matrix is a rigid matrix.

4) Increment k.
5) Repeat 3 through 4 until the desired complexity is

reached.
As an example, consider again the system in Section III-D

and assume that storage capacity is 7 states. Since A is rigid,
we need not expand it. In step 2, we now have 2 remaining
paths: C (rigidity index 2) and K (rigidity index 1). Since K
has lower rigidity, the approximation will be better improved
by expanding that path first. Therefore, we consider 3 new
paths: AK (rigid), CK (rigidity index 1), and KK (rigidity
index 1). We store xAK as a state and continue on. We next
expand C to consider 3 new paths: AC (rigid), KC (rigidity
index 2), and CC (rigid). Store xAC and xCC . Notice that
we have run out of space, so the remaining non-rigid paths
are added as states and the algorithm is complete with states
A, AC, AK, CC, CK, KC, and KK.

State RI State RI State RI
xA 4 xA 4 xA 4
xC 2 xC 2 xAK 4
xK 2 xAK 4 xCK 1

xCK 1 xKK 1
xKK 1 xAC 4

xCC 4
xKC 2

Recall that this is simply an approximation to the system
from Section III-D, since some of the remaining paths we
have stored as states are actually non-rigid. We would have to
explore some sequences of length 3 and 4 to fully recover the
system dynamics, which would require storage of 14 unique
states (see Figure 4).

Notice that in the above example, ATA stores the same
amount of information about the system as STA for t = 2,
but with less space. STA here would have required storage
of 9 states. For STA with t = 3, requiring 27 states, ATA can
make the same system approximation in this example with
only 13 states. This illustrates the fact that ATA does no
worse than STA for any system, given the same resources.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a method for approx-
imating a certain class of input-quantized, discrete-time
dynamic systems, leveraging the rigidity property that leads
to deadbeat-like behavior. These systems are used to char-
acterize the sequencing and scheduling dynamics of various
multistage flexible batch manufacturing systems.

The sequencing problem for such systems is an open-
loop optimal control problem that can be solved using

techniques such as Dynamic Programing. Nevertheless, it is
well known that such methods suffer from various curses of
dimensionality–one of which arises because of the potential
explosion in the number of values system states may take on
at various times. The approximation methods presented here
develop systematic techniques for approximating a given
system with one that has similar dynamics but whose state
space stays bounded. This coalescing of the state space
occurs because of certain rigidities designed into the approx-
imations that produce deadbeat-like behavior and avoids the
subsequent state explosion.

This paper introduces a non-symmetric t-step approxima-
tion method which shows great promise for reducing the
computational complexity for finding high quality solutions
to complicated sequencing and scheduling problems. It is
clear that this method will perform no worse than its com-
panion, the symmetric t-step approximation, for which a
clear bound for optimality has been shown in [14]. Future
work will develop similar bounds for the asymmetric t-step
approximation.
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